
Yellow 
 
“Rat-a-tat-tat  
 
High frequency words: who, that, wants, with, is, the, and, see, a, in, she, dog, cat, all, you 
Interest words: open, door, yellow, blue, white, socks, goat, coat, frog, bear, pyjamas, bananas, dinosaur, 
roar  
Words your child might need help with: who, yellow, wants, blue, white, come, bear, pyjamas, eating, all, 
dinosaur,   
 
Suggested activities:  
It would be useful to recap the phase 3 sounds from letters and sounds with your child, focusing on the 
‘oo’ and ‘oa’ sounds in particular.  You may find it useful to silence the book when reading with your child, 
this will allow them to read at their own pace and to practise their blending skills. You could also write the 
high frequency words and interest words on paper before reading the story to help your child to become 
familiar with it.  
 
Before you start to read the book:  
Look at the front cover. How many words are in the title? Ask your child to predict what might happen in 
the story?  
 
Look at page 2-3, practise reading Rat-a-tat-tart! Who is that? With expression.  
 
Look carefully at the pictures and ask the children to say who is Mum and the child. Ask who might be 
behind the door? Turn the page and read together “It’s a cat in a yellow hat, and she wants to play with 
me.” Play a game and substitute the words cat and hat.  
 
Ask your child to point to the word dark on each page. Ask what sound/ letter does it start with?  
 
Reading the story  
Ask your child to read the book aloud from the beginning. As you child is reading praise them for using the 
pictures prompts, saying the sounds in the words, blending the sounds to make the correct word or having 
a go at making the correct word and for moving through the book in the correct order moving from left to 
right and pointing at each word correctly. Pause after each knock on the door and ask your child to predict 
who might be at the door next.  
 
Responding to the story  
When your child has finished reading, look at page 14-15 and look carefully at pictures and identify the 
animal and their rhyming attributes.  
 
Ask your child to make a story map and retell the story in their own words.  
 
Checking knowledge and moving on  
Talk about how the boy is feeling at each stage of the story, discuss why did it close the door on the 
dinosaur.  
 
Ask them to add a new character to the story, fold a piece of paper draw the door on the front and the 
character inside and ask them to create a rhyme to describe the character e.g. a pig in a wig. 
 
 


